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ABSTRACT

We derive the Langevin equations for a spin interacting with a heat bath, starling from
a fully dynamical treatment. The obtained equations are non-Markovian with multiplicative fluc-
tuations and concomitant dissipative terms obeying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. In the
Markovian limit our equations reduce to the phenomenotogical equations proposed by Kubo and
Hashitsume, The perturbative treatment on our equations lead to Landau-Lifshitz equations and to
other known results in the literature.
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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of spin relaxation plays a dominant role in condensed matter systems
[1-*]. This can lead to an understanding of the physical processes associated with the line shapes
(NMR, ESR, etc.). In such systems the motion of a spin is quite complicated due to its interaction
with the surrounding medium. The simplest idealization of such a system is the introduction of
the stochastic model [6,7], i.e., replace the effect of the surrounding medium by a magnetic field
randomly varying in time. This time dependence is taken to be parametric in that the surrounding
medium is supposed to introduce no additional degrees of freedom. In such a situation the equation
of motion of the magnetic moment of the spin in the presence of an external magnetic field Hg is
given by

(dM/dt) ="y(ih+fi(t)}xM , (1)

where ff(t) is a stochastic magnetic field. Such models have been studied extensively. With an
assumption of Gaussian noise for H(t), one usually arrives at the well-known Bioch equation
[1-7]. However, in such a model one notices that in the presence of the external field Ho the
expectation value of the magnetic moment relaxes to zero and not to its equilibrium value given
by X Ba, where x is the magnetic susceptibility of the spin. Hence these models correspond to the
case of infinitely high temperature. However, in many di fferent contexts, it is known that the effect
of the interaction of the test particle with the dynamical degrees of freedom of the surrounding
medium cannot be represented by a stochastic potential having parametric time dependence alone,
one must necessarily incorporate the analogue of a dissipative term as well (8-10). To overcome
this problem Kubo and Hashitsume [8] have introduced the concomitant friclional teim to Eq.(l),
and is given by

(dM/dt) ~ i{ffQ+ 8(t) -rfldtf/dt)} x M . (2)

This is a nonlinear stochastic differential equation. As a perturbation if one substitutes for

(dM /dt) appearing on the right-hand side of Eq.(2), by the evolution term in the absence of the
coupling, i.e., (.dM/dt) » Tr{j7o x M}, one then arrives at

(dM/dt) + ff(t) - irt(j}o x M)} x M (3)

This is a well-known equation containing a Landau-Lifshitz friction term [8, 11 ].

There have been several attempts [12, 13] to derive the nonlinear Langevin equations
for the spin from the microscopic description which is consistent with the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. Seshadri and Lindcnberg [13] have derived from the fully dynamical treatment nonlinear
Langevin equations. They have considered a test particle with a spin interacting with a heal bath
consisting of other spins. The test particle interacts with a bath through aHeisenbcrgtype Hamilio-
nian. The interaction among the balh spin variables is treated in a mean-field sense. The Langevin
equation of motion of a test panicle has been obtained to second order in spin-heal bath interac-
tion. In contrast lo this treatment we assume that the heat bath is comprised of a set or generalized
harmonic oscillators responsible for the relaxation behaviour. We derive an exact equation of mo-
tion of a test panicle in the form of a generalized Langevin equation. The equations are nonlinear
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and non Markovian and are consistent with the fluctuations-dissipation theorem. In the Markovian
limit our equations reduce to Eq.(l) proposed by Kubo and Hashitsume and in a special limit we
obtain similar equations due to Seshadri and Lindenberg [13].

MODEL HAMILTONIAN

To obtain the Langevin equation we consider a test panicle with a spin coupled to a heat
bath. The heat bath representing the environment consists of a set of harmonic oscillators. Lei IIo

be the external magnetic field taken to be parallel to the ^-direction. The system under study wiih
its environment forms a closed system which can be described by the Hamiiionian

' - -«*••£?[&• (4)

Here Mi = M%,Mt = Mr and A/j = AT,, describe the components of the spin; po>,ga,;,wo,i
and ma,i represent canonical momentum, position, frequency and masses of (he bath variables
respectively. Xa^ are the spin-bath coupling constants. Notice that in the Hamiltonian we have
introduced the terms proportional to M\, M\ and M\ to compensate for the coupling induced
rcnormalization of energy [14-16].

The classical equation of motion for any dynamical variable A can be obtained by the
following evolution equation:

A = {A,H], (5)

where { - , - } indicates a Poisson-bracket. The Poisson-bracket relations among the spin and bath
variables are given by [13]

{Ma,M,}-*iM,, (6)

and their cyclic permutations. Moreover,

(7)

Here 7 represents the product of the gyromagnetic ratio and the Bohr magneton of the spin.
Using Eqs.(4)-(7) we can immediately write down the equations of motion for both spin and bath
variables;

— = M y>

(80)

dt
= 7 HB M, - 7 Mt 7 M,

(8*)

^ = -7ff.WJ+1Af,

(8c)

a.i = Pa,<

dt

(8e)

Eqs.(8d and Re) are linear and therefore can be explicitly integrated, we get

(9)

where <?„.;( o) and qaj (o) represent the initial positions and velocities of the bath variables respec-
tively. To eliminate the bath variables from the equations of the spin system we substitute Eq.{9)
back into Eqs.(8a)-(8c) to get

dM,
dt ' * *T* "'' I ' Wa.l

in [w,,,i(t-t')] A/i(t')<fl'

sin(wO|2

/
"»o.tWa,1 Jo

- 7 A/,

+ ~ \ •—— MXM. - 7 > (10)

Similar equations can be obtained for {dMI/dt) and (dMv/dt). Now integrating by parts the
integral terms on the right-hand side of Eq.(IO) we gel



(11)

Notice that Eq.(ll) involves terms containing the initial values of the spin variables Afj(o) and

Mt{o). These are transient terms ind for a long time behaviour (hey can be neglected, we will

return to this point later in this section. Eq.(l 1) along with equations for(dMi/dt) and(dMv/dt)

can be written in a compact form u

dM.

dt
7 W,/i(O - 7 Mthit) + 7 M,j giit-t')Mx(t')df

7 M.fi(t) -TK^ 9JH - t')M,(t')dt'

MW, / gi(t-t')M,(t')dt',
Jo

= -7 HtMt + 7 M,/3(t) - 7 W,/,(t) + 7 M, f fiAtf

where

and

i = 1,2 and 3.

(12a)

(126)

(12c)

(13a)

(136)

Eqs.( 12aH 12c) arc our Ungevin equations. These equations contain terms / , ( t ) , which
explicitly depend on the initial values (qaf( o) and qaj (o)) of the bath variables. We identify these

terms as fluctuating due to the uncertainty in the initial conditions of the bath variables. To spec-

ify the statistical properties of fluctuations we assume the bath to be initially in a fhermodynamic

equilibrium. Corresponding to this, the canonical distribution of bath variables (initial conditions)

is given by

" (14)

kB and T denote the Boltzmann constant and the temperature respectively. Using Eq.(14) one can

easily compute the statistical properties of the fluctuating variables; namely / , (() is a Gaussi an and

(15o)

t') (156)

Eq.(14) clearly establishes the relation between the correlations of fluctuations and the memory
kernel appearing in the integrand of Eq.(12). This is essentially the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem and is a must for thermodynamtc consistency of a closed system. Our generalized Langevin
Eqs.(l2a)-(l2c) are iton—Markovian and contain both the multiplicative fluctuating and concomi-
tant nonlinear dissipativc terms. The Markovian limit for Eqs.(12a)-(12c) can be taken, if we as-
sume the memory kernel to be delta correlated, i.e.. gj( ( -1 ' ) « 2 tji( (—t'). This lim it corresponds
loOhmic dissipation [14, IS]. In this case Eqs.(12aH12c) reduce to those proposed by Kuboand
Hashitsume fEq.(l)J with ffB - h Hc, Hit) - i fiit) + "j hit) + k hit) and with a reptacemnt
^ = — ITI f° r negatively charged particles. Here t , } and "k represent unit vectors in the i , y and *
directions respectively. Note also that in the Markoyian limit it can easily be seen that the neglected
transient terms in Eq.(li) take the form { ^ . ( t ) M,(o) «(()} and{,(t) Mx{o) 6( t)} and hence
they do not contribute to the long time behaviour of the spin relaxation. As already mentioned in
the introduction one can derive a Landau-Lifshitz dissipaiive equation as a perturbation on Eq. (1).
Ifin addition one assumes isotropic fluctuations, namely/i(O = hit) = hit) = / ( ( ) , we arrive
at

dM. _ i_
dt = 2

dt
- = iQ M+ - ihit)M, - Hoti M.M* ,

dt
_ + ih'(t)M, -

(166)

(16c)

where we have defined

il = -Ho+ fit) ,

h(t) =. / ( ( ) + »•/((), ft*

M. = MX + \M, and

fit) - ifit)
(17)
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we have taken i = 1. We would like 10 mention that Eqs.(16aM16c) are formally indcntical in

those derived by Seshadri and Lirtdenberg but for a minor difference, in thai our frequency term tl

depends on the fluctuating term / ( ( ) |see Eq.(17)].

We have derived a generalized Langevin equation for a classical spin through a fully
dynamical treatment. These equations are non-Markovian and nonlinear and are consistent with
the fluctuation dissipation theorem. In the Markovian limit our equations lead to the proposed
equations due to Kubo and Hashitsume. Due CO the presence of the nonlinearilies the spin moment
equations form a nonlinear linked hierarchy and are different from the usual Bloch equations. Only
under special conditions one regains the Bloch equations (for details see Ref.[13]). Finally, we
would like to mention that following a similar analysis (as done for classical spin) one can write
down the quantum Langevin equations. The differences that appear in Eqs.(12a) (12c) arc; / ( ( ) is
no longer a classical c-number variable bul lakes die operator form correspond! ng lo Eq. (13a), and
we have to replace the product of spin operators by their symmetrized products so as to preserve
the commutation relations for spin variables at all times (for details see Ref.[ 13)).
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